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PREFACE 

The California Energy Commission’s Energy Research and Development Division supports energy 

research and development programs to spur innovation in energy efficiency, renewable energy 

and advanced clean generation, energy-related environmental protection, energy transmission 

and distribution, and transportation.  

In 2012, the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) was established by the California Public 

Utilities Commission to fund public investments in research to create and advance new energy 

solutions, foster regional innovation and bring ideas from the lab to the marketplace. The 

California Energy Commission and the state’s three largest investor-owned utilities – Pacific Gas 

and Electric Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Company and Southern California Edison 

Company – were selected to administer the EPIC funds and advance novel technologies, tools, 

and strategies that provide benefits to their electric ratepayers. 

The Energy Commission is committed to ensuring public participation in its research and 

development programs that promote greater reliability, lower costs, and increase safety for the 

California electric ratepayer and include: 

• Providing societal benefits. 

• Reducing greenhouse gas emission in the electricity sector at the lowest possible cost. 

• Supporting California’s loading order to meet energy needs first with energy efficiency 
and demand response, next with renewable energy (distributed generation and utility 
scale), and finally with clean, conventional electricity supply. 

• Supporting low-emission vehicles and transportation. 

• Providing economic development. 

• Using ratepayer funds efficiently. 

SunSpec 2030.5/CSIP Field Trial Results Report is the final report for the Smart Inverter 

Interoperability Standards and Open Testing Framework to Support High-Penetration Distributed 

Photovoltaics and Storage project (EPC-14-036) conducted by the SunSpec Alliance. The 

information from this project contributes to Energy Research and Development Division’s EPIC 

Program. 

All figures and tables are the work of the author(s) for this project unless otherwise cited or 

credited. 

For more information about the Energy Research and Development Division, please visit the 

Energy Commission’s website at www.energy.ca.gov/research/ or contact the Energy Commission 

at 916-327-1551. 
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ABSTRACT 

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), typically consisting of solar PV and energy storage systems 

on homes and commercial buildings, are a growing source of power on the electric grid. DERs 

participate in the retail energy market, reducing energy costs by dispatching energy to offset 

local load. With the advent of smart inverters, DER systems now have the ability to simultaneously 

support the operation of the electrical grid and participate in the wholesale energy market. This 

report identifies opportunities and barriers for DER market participation, using California Rule 

21 as a starting framework. This report finds that if device tariffs and communications are 

harmonized, DERs participate broadly in both retail and wholesale energy- and grid support 

markets.  
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1 Executive Summary 

The EPC 14-036 project, managed by the SunSpec Alliance and titled “Smart Inverter 

Interoperability Standards and Open Testing Framework to Support High-Penetration Distributed 

Photovoltaics and Storage,” seeks to prove that smart inverters can be deployed cost effectively 

in order to help California achieve its SB X1-2 goals. The intent of SB X1-2 is to assure that “the 

amount of electricity generated per year from eligible renewable energy resources be increased 

to an amount that equals at least …33% of the total electricity sold to retail customers in 

California per year by December 31, 20201.” This legislation was enhanced by SB 350 which 

requires retail sellers and publicly owned utilities to procure 50 percent of their electricity from 

eligible renewable energy resources by 2030. 

To achieve the goals of this project, the SunSpec Alliance took a multi-faceted approach including 

establishing an open smart inverter test framework, validating smart inverters from multiple 

manufacturers using the framework, performing a simulation study to project the efficacy of 

smart inverter technology, consulting with the independent system operator to understand how 

CA Rule 21 Distributed Energy Resource (DER) network systems can be integrated into the 

wholesale market, and conducting a field trial to validate and confirm our hypothesis that DERs 

can be safely deployed at penetration rates exceeding 15%. 

This report summarizes the experiences and lessons learned from field trial and concludes that 

penetration rates of greater than 15% are feasible. It describes how smart inverters can deliver 

additional value to the grid and that new revenue streams from wholesale market participation 

are possible but not yet accessible. Finally, it highlights that DER system cost can be reduced by 

at least $500 per system through standardization. 

2 Project Context 

The CEC EPC 14-036 project was launched at the start of a dynamic period in the Distributed 

Energy Resources industry in which the market place was growing rapidly while technical 

standards and regulatory policies were catching up. These are some of the important 

developments that occurred during this time. 

2.1 IEEE 1547-2003, 2014 Amendment 1 

The U.S. national standard governing the interconnection of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) 

into the power grid is IEEE 1547. As noted on the IEEE web site2, “The USA Federal Energy Policy 

                                                             
1 http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/11-12/bill/sen/sb_0001-0050/sbx1_2_bill_20110412_chaptered.html 
2 http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/scc21/1547_series/1547_series_index.html 
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Act of 2005 calls for state commissions to consider certain standards for electric utilities. 

Under Section 1254 of the act: "Interconnection services shall be offered based upon the 

standards developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers: IEEE Standard 1547 

for Interconnecting Distributed Resources With Electric Power Systems, as they may be 

amended from time to time." In short, IEEE 1547 informs the interconnection policies and 

tariffs of every state. 

The 2003 version of the standard specified behavior (e.g. SHALL trip in response to abnormal 

voltage/frequency conditions, SHALL not actively regulate voltage or frequency) that severely 

limited the fraction of electrical load that could be offset by DER generation in a given utility 

grid circuit. IEEE 1547.2-2008, the application guide for the IEEE 1547 standard, established a 

best practice stating that no more than 15% of electrical load in a given distribution circuit can 

be offset by DER. Under this standard, state (e.g. California) policies mandating a larger fraction 

were technically infeasible. 

The 2014 amendment to the IEEE 1547 standard, developed specifically to address California 

needs, incorporated mitigations for the more troublesome aspects (e.g. MAY ride through 

abnormal voltage and frequency, MAY actively regulate voltage by changing active/reactive 

power, MAY change real power in response to frequency deviations) of the 2003 standard but 

fell short of providing the certainty required by policy makers. 

To address the remaining gaps, three actions were taken: 1) the California Public Utility 

Commission started a revision of the CA Rule 21 tariff, 2) the (California) Smart Inverter 

Working Group was convened to identify and define electrical behavior of smart inverter 

functions, and 3) California Energy Commission EPIC funding was provided to winning program 

applicants (including this project) to investigate just how high grid penetration could be raised 

above the IEEE 1547-2003 15% threshold while still maintaining grid safety. 

2.2 California Rule 21 SIWG 

As the IEEE 1547-2003/2014 amendment work was finishing up, the California Public Utility 

Commission instituted the Smart Inverter Working Group (SIWG) to assist in the revision of 

California Rule 21. During the SIWG process, technical content that would normally be specified 

in the IEEE 1547 national standard (e.g. autonomous inverter behavior, secure two-way 

communication) was added to the CA Rule 21 interconnect requirements. 
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2.2.1 Phase 1 Autonomous Functions 

CA Rule 21 Phase 1 functions, approved by the CPUC at the end of 2014, became mandatory for 

all interconnected CA Rule 21 inverters starting September 8, 2017. Described as 

“autonomous,” all Phase 1 functions, with the exception of anti-islanding, have default settings 

that can be updated via data communication: 

Phase 1 Function Description3 

Anti-Islanding Anti-islanding protection requires Inverter DER (I-DER) systems to 

disconnect or otherwise cease to energize an unintentionally created 

electrical island when the Area Electric Power System (EPS) is de-

energized, with the purpose of ensuring the safety of personnel and 

equipment that might come in contact with that electrical island. 

Low/High Voltage 

Ride-Through 

Low/High Voltage Ride-Through (L/HVRT) refers to the 

connect/disconnect behavior of the I-DER systems during anomalous 

voltage conditions. L/HVRT defines the voltage levels and time durations 

during which the I-DER systems should remain connected to the Area EPS 

and, similarly, the voltage levels and time durations at which the I-DER 

system must disconnect. 

Low/High Frequency 

Ride-Through  

Low/High Frequency Ride-Through (L/HFRT) refers to the 

connect/disconnect behavior of the I-DER system during frequency 

deviations. L/HFRT defines the frequency levels and time durations 

during which the I-DER system should remain connected to the Area EPS 

and, similarly, the frequency levels and time durations at which the I-DER 

system must disconnect. 

Dynamic Volt/Var 

Operations* 

Dynamic Volt/ VAr operations, also called dynamic reactive power 

compensation, allow I-DER systems to counteract voltage deviations from 

the nominal voltage level (but still within normal operating ranges) by 

consuming or producing reactive power. Dynamic Volt/ VAr curves are 

defined that specify the changes in VArs in response to changes in the 

local voltage measured by the I-DER system. 

                                                             
3 Descriptions are taken from the SIWG Recommendations- http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=3189  
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Ramp Rates I-DER systems can ramp the rate of increasing and/or decreasing their 

power output. These ramp rates are constrained by what the I-DER 

systems can physically do. For instance, if they are outputting their 

maximum power, they can ramp down but cannot ramp up, while a 

completely charged storage system may ramp up (discharge power into 

the Area EPS) but cannot ramp down. 

Fixed Power Factor* The most efficient operation of an Area EPS is if it has zero reactive 

power, and thus has the optimal power factor (PF) of 1.0. However 

different types of loads and I-DER systems can generate reactive power, 

thus lowering the PF below the optimal value of 1.0. The purpose of 

establishing fixed power factors in I-DER systems is to help compensate 

for those loads and other I-DER systems that generate reactive power. If, 

on average, a circuit has a power factor of +0.95, then some of the I-DER 

systems on that circuit can be set to have a power factor of -0.95. 

Reconnect by “Soft 

Start” Methods 

Following an outage, when power is restored to the Area EPS, the I-DER 

systems on that circuit will need to reconnect to start generating power. 

If all I-DER systems started to output real power at exactly the same 

time, the circuit could experience a sharp transition, which could cause 

instability, possibly voltage spikes, or even sharp frequency increases. 

The purpose of the reconnection by “Soft-Start” is to ameliorate these 

sharp transitions by ramping or staggering the reconnections of the I-

DER systems. 

Table  1.  Rule 21 Phase 1 Autonomous Functions. 
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2.2.2 Phase 2 DER Communication Capability 

CA Rule 21 Phase 2, a rule change requiring that DER’s “have the ability to communicate”, was 

approved in April 20174. Phase 2 includes several interesting details, including the stipulation 

that other documents would specify communication behaviors and deployment patterns: 

• All inverters or inverter systems must be able to communicate in some manner. 
• Supported communication paths include: 

o DER-to-utility server 
o Facility-or-DER-system-to-utility server 
o DER-to-aggregator-to-utility server 

• IEEE 2030.5-20185 shall be the default protocol to and from the utility server. 
• The Common Smart Inverter Profile (CSIP) 6 shall provide detailed requirements and 

implementation guidelines for the use of the IEEE 2030.5 standard. 
• Other protocols may be used by mutual agreement of the utility and DER system owner. 

CA Rule 21 Phase 2 functionality is required to be implemented August 22, 2019. 

2.2.3 Phase 3 Advanced Functions 

CA Rule 21 Phase 3 specifies communication behavior (using IEEE 2030.5-2018 and other 

protocols) and electric behavior of the DER system, including that of the smart inverter: 

Phase 3 

Function 

Description 

1- Monitoring All DER systems shall have the capability to provide key DER data at the 

DER’s Point of Connection (PoC) and/or at the Point of Common Coupling 

(PCC) and/or aggregated at some other ECP.  

2- Cease to 
Energize 
and Return 
to Service 

The cease to energize command shall cause a “cease to energize” state at 

the PCC or optionally shall allow the opening of a switch. The cease to 

energize shall cause the DER to cease exporting active power and (close to 

zero) reactive power flow. 

3- Limit 
Maximum 
Active 
Power Mode 

The Limit Maximum Active Power Percent mode shall limit the active power 

level at the Referenced Point as a percent of the maximum active power 

capability. 

                                                             
4 SCE Advice Letter and approval notice with all requirements can be found at https://www.sce.com/NR/sc3/tm2/pdf/3532-E.pdf   
5 https://standards.ieee.org/standard/2030_5-2018.html 
6 Josh McDonald, Greg Smith, Masaru Natsu, Gordon Lum, Bob Fox, and Steve Kang. Common Smart Inverter Profile (CSIP) Version 2.1. March 2018. Available at 
https://sunspec.org/download/. 
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4- Set Active 
Power Mode 

The Set Active Power Percent mode shall set the active power value to be 

output at the Referenced Point. 

5- Frequency 
Watt Mode 

The Frequency/Watt mode shall counteract frequency deviations by 

decreasing or increasing active power. The change in active power may be 

provided by changing generation, changing load, or a combination of the 

two. 

6- Volt-Watt 
Mode 

The Volt/Watt mode shall respond to changes in the voltage at the 

Referenced Point by decreasing or increasing active power. The change in 

active power may be provided by changing generation, changing load, or a 

combination of the two. The Volt/Watt mode may be used in coordination 

with the Volt-VAr mode to avoid excess VArs or to increase the combined 

impact on the voltage. In general, Volt/VAr would be used first, with 

Volt/Watt used if necessary. 

7- Dynamic 
Reactive 
Current 
Support 

The Dynamic Reactive Current Support mode shall provide reactive current 

support in response to dynamic variations in voltage (rate of voltage 

change) rather than changes in voltage.  

8- Scheduling 
Power 
Values and 
Modes 

Scheduling relates to updating Phase 1 settings and curves. Schedules shall 

be capable of setting active and reactive power values as well as enabling 

and disabling of DER modes for specific time periods (minutes, hours, days, 

seasons, etc.). Either the DER system or a proxy, such as a facility energy 

management system or aggregator, shall have the capability to handle 

schedules. The schedule shall consist of one or more events with a specific 

start time and duration of the event as define for each schedule.  

Table  2. Rule 21 Phase 3 Functions. 

Autonomous functions 5 and 6 are required as of February 22, 2019. Functions 1 and 8 are 

required as of August 22, 2019. Functions 2 thru 4 and 7 do not yet have specific 

implementation dates though publication of IEEE 1547.17 is called out as a gating factor8. 

                                                             
7 http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/scc21/1547.1_revision/1547.1_revision_index.html 
8 See ibid and https://sunspec.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/20190103120450.pdf. IEEE 1547.1 is currently under development and projected to be published 
late 2019 
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2.3 Common Smart Inverter Profile (CSIP) for IEEE 2030.5-2018 

In 2015 and 2016, the three IOUs and other individuals associated with the SIWG and the IEEE 

2030.5-2018 technical team developed the Common Smart Inverter Profile (CSIP)9, a document 

describing how to use the IEEE 2030.5-2018 standard to achieve CA Rule 21 compliance. This 

document is maintained by the SunSpec Alliance and available free of charge from SunSpec.org. 

CSIP is intended to remove ambiguity that would result from merely specifying the IEEE 2030.5-

2018 standard and more precisely defines functional behavior of clients and servers. 

CSIP specifies several important details about how to apply the IEEE 2030.5-2018 standard: 

• Defines “Aggregator Mediated” and “Direct-to-Utility-Server” requirements including 

architecture specific message patterns and controls dispatch schemes. 

• Defines security (cypher suite) requirements for IEEE 2030.5-2018 clients and servers. 

• Provides detailed requirements for control settings, curves settings, and metering functions. 

• Establishes enrollment and commissioning requirements for utility servers, aggregators and 

DER systems, including set-up and maintenance groupings that can be used to target 

controls to systems. 

2.3.1 CA Rule 21 Phase 1 and 3 Settings Changes 

With the exception of the anti-islanding function, IEEE 2030.5-2018/CSIP networks interface to 

CA Rule 21 Phase 1, 2, and 3 functions. This means that IEEE 2030.5-2018 messages can be 

used to change settings of Phase 1 and Phase 3 physical function, change curve settings, 

implement grouping and scheduling requirements, and implement monitoring requirements. 

  

                                                             
9 Josh McDonald, Greg Smith, Masaru Natsu, Gordon Lum, Bob Fox, and Steve Kang. Common Smart Inverter Profile (CSIP) Version 2.1. March 2018. Available at 
https://sunspec.org/download/. 
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2.3.2 CSIP Grouping Concept 

The CSIP “grouping” concept takes advantage of inherent IEEE 2030.5-2018 features to provide a 

facility for managing DER operations. As illustrated below, each DER (represented here as 

“Inverter-A” and “Inverter-B”) is attached to an IEEE 2030.5 client that is associated with a DER 

program (represented as an ellipse). DER programs may be stacked such that each group can 

dispatch all clients in a hierarchically ordered set of DER programs. With grouping, utility 

operators are able to simultaneously establish seasonal system settings, custom settings for 

feeders of a given size or type, or settings for a particular type of smart inverter. 

 

Figure 1. Sample grid network topology and grouping according to CSIP. 

2.4 IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Test Procedures 

With the core standards documents and requirements in place, the SunSpec Alliance started 

developing the IEEE 2030.5/CSIP test and certification procedures10 in 2017 and completed 

them in February 2018. This latter milestone triggered the requirement for CA Rule 21 Phase 2 

and some Phase 3 Functions11. IEEE 2030.5/CSIP test procedures are maintained by the SunSpec 

Alliance and available for free download and use. 

  

                                                             
10SunSpec Alliance. SunSpec Common Smart Inverter Profile (CSIP) Conformance Test Procedures. February 2018. https://sunspec.org/download/ 
11 The original interconnection requirements for inclusion of Phase 2 and Phase 3 Functions 1 & 8 were originally February 22, 2019, but were pushed back 6 months 
to August 22, 2019. See https://sunspec.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/20190103120450.pdf  
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2.5 SunSpec Certified Program 

In 2019, SunSpec announced the availability of its SunSpec Certified 

program to test and certify IEEE 2030.5/CSIP products (servers, aggregators, 

and clients) for compliance using the IEEE 2030.5/CSIP test procedures. 

For this program, six NRTL’s 

and two communication test 

specialists were selected to 

join the SunSpec Authorized Testing Laboratory12 

network. The SunSpec Official Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI) service was also established 

with Kyrio named as technology service provider. 

Products certified under this program are 

anticipated to be in the market by Q3 2019. 

Figure 2. SunSpec Authorized Testing Laboratories. 

2.6 IEEE 1547-2018 

Concurrent with the activities described above, the U.S. national standard (IEEE 1547) was 

developed and refined, informed by knowledge generated by SIWG experts in California. 

When IEEE 1547-2018 was ratified, it specified that each DER must support at least one 

standard communication interface. The standard communication interface options provided by 

IEEE 1547-2018 are SunSpec Modbus, IEEE 2030.5-2018, and IEEE 1815, thus aligning 

conceptually with California Rule 21 requirements. 

IEEE 1547-2018 is anticipated to be implemented nationally in 2020. The specific 

implementation date will be determined by the availability of IEEE 1547.1 conformance test 

procedures. These procedures are nearing the end of development and are being reviewed at 

the time of this writing. 

  

                                                             
12 Official SunSpec ATL’s include CSA Group, Intertek, Kyrio, PC Test, SGS, TÜV Rheinland, TÜV Sud, and UL. 
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3 IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Field Trial Project Description 

The purpose of this field trial was to validate the capability of networked smart inverters to 

provide extraordinary benefits to all stakeholders in the California energy ecosystem. The field 

trial is the culmination of a three-part investigation of the smart inverter opportunity. 

Part 1: Determine Impact of Smart Inverter Functional Behavior Via System Modeling and 

Analysis. This task was performed by UC San Diego and resulted in a report called, “Smart 

Inverters for High PV Penetration: Analysis of Functionality and Behavior13.” In summary, this 

report concludes that Phase 1 autonomous controls combined with Phase 3 Volt/VAr and 

Volt/Watt control enable DER penetration rates of 100% while improving overall grid reliability. 

Part 2: Perform Laboratory Testing on Multiple Inverter Models to Evaluate Compliance to 

CA Rule 21 Phase 1 and 2 Requirements. Inverter models from five smart inverter 

manufacturers were evaluated in the UCSD smart inverter laboratory and were confirmed to be 

compliant with CA Rule 21 Phase 1 and 2 requirements. The SunSpec Modbus communication 

interface was used to manipulate smart inverter settings. A complete report, titled “Smart 

Inverter Performance Testing to UL 1741 SA and CA Rule 21 Criteria14,” describes the test 

environment and provides data sets and analysis of test results for each inverter model. 

Part 3: Validate Conclusions of the High PV Penetration Report and Confirm Laboratory 

Testing Results by Installing and Operating a Network of PV+Storage Systems With Smart 

Inverters In the SCE Grid.  For this task, SunSpec worked with a major sub-award partner, Kitu 

Systems, and Southern California Edison (SCE) to deploy smart inverter-based PV+storage 

systems, network them with IEEE 2030.5/CSIP, and run utility dispatch operations using CA 

Rule 21 Phase 1, 2, and 3 functions over the test period. 

  

                                                             
13 Zack Pecenak, Vahid R. Disfani, William V. Torre, Jan Kleissl, Anil Pochiraju, Bob Fox, Thomas Tansy. (University of California, San Diego). 2016. Smart Inverters for 
High PV Penetration: Analysis of functionality and behavior. California Energy Commission.  
14 Cibulka, Lloyd; Tansy, Tom; Fox, Bob. 2018. Smart Inverter Performance Testing to UL 1741 SA and CA Rule 21 Criteria. California Energy Commission. 
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3.1 Field Trial Objectives 

This field trial project had four primary objectives: 

3.1.1 Validate Laboratory Findings that PV Grid Penetration of More Than 15% is 

Feasible 

The first objective was to confirm that IEEE 2030.5/CSIP controls work as described by the 

“Smart Inverters for High PV Penetration: Analysis of Functionality and Behavior15” report. To 

achieve this objective, the project team cooperated with SCE to devise and execute a set of 

dispatch operations over a period of time and measure the results. 

3.1.2 Measure Impact of DER Settings Changes on Grid Feeder Circuit Operation 

The second objective was to measure the impact of DER settings changes over time by 

monitoring a grid circuit containing the smart inverter-based PV+storage systems, specifically 

by detecting voltage differences and other faults. Given low penetration on each circuit in which 

field pilot systems were installed (estimate at sub 5%), changes were imperceptible and this 

objective could not be met. 

3.1.3 Understand Impediments to Deployment of IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Networks 

The third objective was to uncover and understand impediments to the deployment of IEEE 

2030.5/CSIP networks. For example, how does management of the physical communication link 

affect operational processes? Are security requirements and procedures viable? Are any key 

pieces of infrastructure missing? To achieve this objective, the SunSpec core team used its 

experience and consulted with networking and security experts within the SunSpec Alliance. 

3.1.4 Quantify Savings Provided by Standardizing Smart Inverters and Data 

Communication 

The fourth objective was to identify acquisition or operational savings that accrue from 

standardizing smart inverters and the data communication systems that support them. To 

achieve this objective, the project team consulted with manufacturers, project developers, asset 

owners, and other members of the SunSpec Alliance to identify manufacturing or process 

inefficiencies and their respective costs. 

                                                             
15 Zack Pecenak, Vahid R. Disfani, William V. Torre, Jan Kleissl, Anil Pochiraju, Bob Fox, Thomas Tansy. (University of California, San Diego). 2016. Smart Inverters for 
High PV Penetration: Analysis of functionality and behavior. California Energy Commission. 
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3.2 Schedule 

The field trial was scheduled to start in Q1 2017 and run for one full year. It suffered a delay 

when a major sub-award contractor failed to start the project on time and then withdrew in late 

2017. The responsibilities of this contractor included customer acquisition, smart 

inverter+PV+storage equipment acquisition, utility network integration, wholesale market 

integration, and network operation. 

In Q1 2018, a replacement contractor (Kitu Systems) was selected16. Kitu did an admirable job in 

assuming the original contractor’s role though certain adjustments needed to be made: process 

steps had to be repeated (e.g. customer acquisition, interconnection of new systems) or 

redesigned (e.g. a wholesale market demonstration task became infeasible and was substituted 

with analysis of wholesale market opportunities); the number of systems in the field trail was 

reduced; and installations were spread across multiple circuits. 

By the end of Q3 2018, access to 20 smart inverter-based PV+storage systems had been secured 

for the field trail. The population shrunk to 15 due to interconnection (Permission To Operate) 

delays, and then shrunk again 12 systems when stable internet connectivity was not secured by 

system owners. These 12 systems were commissioned in SCE’s IEEE 2030.5/CSIP server in 

October 2018. Field testing finally began in November 2018 and concluded in late January 2019. 

3.3 DER System Installation and Customer Coordination 

DER system installation and customer coordination proved to be a significant challenge. 

3.3.1 Site Selection 

The project originally called for 50 systems to be located on a single feeder. While this number 

was feasible when the original major sub-award partner was onboard (the single circuit with 50 

installed systems had been identified and secured), once the partner withdrew and was 

replaced, customer acquisition needed to start anew. 

When it was determined that no other supplier could provide the DER installation volume and 

locational density in the allotted timeframe, the decision was made to enlist the services of 

eight system installers. Accordingly, system installations aligned to the sales territories of each 

provider and the resulting DER network traversed many feeder circuits. 

Working with homeowners (most systems were residential) presented relatively few problems. 

Most were excited to participate and looked forward to seeing what knowledge could be gained. 

                                                             
16 Kitu Systems was selected in a competitive bid to manage system deployment and provide IEEE 2030.5 aggregation services. 
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3.3.2 Installer Coordination 

Given that the timeframe to secure customers and install/interconnect systems was reduced to 

about three months, the effort to concentrate installations in certain areas was abandoned in 

order to maximize the number of DER systems in the trial. 

When customers were identified, the next hurdle was to perform network equipment 

installation and system commissioning. This proved to be complicated as crews faced problems 

ranging from missing network cards, to faulty Internet connections, to lack of familiarity with 

data communication. 

3.3.3 Interconnection 

Interconnection problems were another surprising contributor to delays and the non-

participation of several installed-but-not-given-Permission-To-Operate systems. Installers stated 

that AHJ’s expressed lack of familiarity with the smart inverter-based PV+storage equipment as 

a reason for delays. This occurred despite the fact that the equipment was UL 1741 SA listed 

and eligible for installation. 

3.3.4 Gateway Setup and Network Commissioning 

Gateway setup by the system installers was relatively smooth, though some systems had to be 

field upgraded to support the installation. Systems were sourced from wholesale distribution 

and some lacked a critical communication feature. Delays were experienced in these cases. 

Network commissioning was a challenge due to the DER communication architecture utilized in 

this project: incorporation of and reliance upon the homeowner’s Internet connection. Long the 

bane of residential DER monitoring firms (experts will tell you that network outages are the 

number one reported cause of perceived system outage for many years), lack of a reliable 

physical network connectivity plagued this project. As the SCE report on this project states, at 

any one time, one third of all systems in this pilot project were simultaneously offline due to 

customer Internet issues. 

3.3.5 Utility Server Commissioning 

The exchange of DER system and network information from installer to utility was an ad hoc 

exercise in this field trial. Information was primarily exchanged via email and phone. Entering 

DER system information into the utility server was manual. Confirmation of successful 

commissioning was also by personal email. This situation will need to change as mass 

deployment commences. 
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3.3.6 Operations & Maintenance 

Network outages were a significant driver of system downtime and uncertainty. Installers are ill 

prepared to deal with “emergencies” and therefore network errors took days or weeks to 

resolve. Given its short duration, preventative maintenance was not contemplated in this 

project. The need for preventative maintenance must be addressed in the future if smart 

inverters are to provide ancillary grid services that can be counted on. 

3.4 Network System Design 

This section describes important operational aspects of the field trial, how it was configured, 

and how it was operated and controlled. 

3.4.1 Field Trial Network Topology 

CSIP describes two alternate topologies for communication between the DER system and utility. 

For this project, the Aggregator Mediated topology17 was used since the systems were located in 

different circuits distributed across the utility service territory and not concentrated behind 

one Point of Common Coupling (PCC). In an Aggregator Mediated topology, each DER system is 

individually controllable, and each has a unique PCC. 

In this topology, the aggregator is responsible for relaying operational changes or data requests 

to the affected systems and returning any required information to the utility, including 

measurements, responses and status on a per system basis. 

 

Figure 3. Aggregator Mediated communication. 

Another characteristic of the Aggregator Mediated topology of CSIP is that the protocol serving 

the DER-to-Aggregator communication path is unspecified; only the Aggregator-to-Utility-Server 

link requires IEEE 2030.5. The lack of standardization at the DER interface is unfortunate for a 

few reasons. First, as noted above, the IEEE 1547-2018 standard requires that each DER must 

                                                             
17 The diagram are taken from the CSIP v2.1 document (https://sunspec.org/download/) 
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support at least one standard interface (SunSpec Modbus, IEEE 2030.5, or IEEE 1815) so failing 

to require a standard means misalignment with the national standard. Second, lacking network 

uniformity, IEEE 2030.5 messages sent from the utility server may need to be translated many 

times before reaching the destination DER system, thus resulting in a brittle, error-prone 

operation. 

3.4.2 IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Server Setup 

3.4.2.1 Software Execution Environment 

Utility-based IEEE 2030.5/CSIP servers operate under the auspices of the IOU’s IT department 

and are governed by corporate cybersecurity policies. Accordingly, the software execution 

environment (hardware, supporting software, operating system, security profile) of the utility 

server is largely unqualified and unknown. 

3.4.2.2 DMZ Configuration 

A component of the IEEE 2030.5/CSIP server software execution environment, known as the 

“DMZ,” hosts the connection between the utility server to the aggregator. In IT parlance, a DMZ 

“is a physical or logical subnetwork that contains and exposes an organization's external-facing 

services to an untrusted network, usually a larger network such as the Internet.”18 According to 

the SCE companion report on this project, the “design eventually included the use of a Site to 

Site Virtual Private Network (VPN), reverse proxy, web application firewall (WAF), and the use of 

SCE’s Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for certificate-based authentication to its IEEE 2030.5 

server.19” 

Making no judgement about the effectiveness of such a system, two impacts became apparent: 

1. The complexity of the DMZ solution results in costs that must be borne by both the 

IOU(s) and every entity (e.g. third-party aggregators) that must interface to the IOU 

server(s). 

2. Because of this architecture, it was determined that the default (higher-strength) cypher 

suite specified in IEEE 2030.5-2018 could not be used. It was replaced by a lower 

strength cypher suite that is inherently more vulnerable to compromise. This change 

was propagated to the CSIP guide, thus ensuring that the highest value targets in an IEEE 

2030.5 network will implement the weakest over-the-wire security available in the 

standard. 

                                                             
18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DMZ_(computing) 
19 Joshua McDonald. (Southern California Edison). January 2019. Integration of Big Data for Advanced Automated Customer Load Management. California Energy 
Commission. 
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3.4.2.3 Management Interface 

The IEEE 2030.5-2018 standard specifies management functions but is silent on management 

interface. Therefore, each server management interface uses a custom design. 

While the interface used in this field trial was adequate, all data entry for DER setup had to be 

done manually and no feature supporting bulk import of configuration data was available. It 

also appeared that diagnostic tools (for determining DER link status, for example) were limited 

or absent.  

The figures below show the server management interface used in this field trial. 

 

Figure 4. Kitu home screen menu. 

3.4.3 IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Aggregator Setup 

3.4.3.1 Software Execution Environment 

IEEE 2030.5 aggregator software, operated by a third-party organization (Kitu Systems in this 

field trial), is typically a web service that runs in the cloud. Accordingly, the system security 

profile of the aggregator system is largely dictated by the cloud provider. While many cloud 

services are well prepared and protected in this regard, verification and auditing of security 

practices and safeguards of cloud providers must be undertaken by system stakeholders to 

ensure adequacy. This exercise was not performed for this field trial. 
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3.4.3.2 DER Interface and Physical Network 

While a standard network protocol for DER-to-aggregator communication is not required by CA 

Rule 21, one was provided in the case of this field trial (IEEE 2030.5/CSIP). As a result of this 

network design choice, data-in-flight between DER and aggregator was protected by strong 

encryption as specified by the IEEE 2030.5-2018 standard. In other CA Rule 21 installations that 

use a proprietary protocol between DER client and aggregator, special consideration (and 

additional cost) will be required to ensure secure operation. 

The physical network between the DER and aggregator varied by location and management of the 

network was delegated to the homeowner in this field trial. Given the lack of expertise, time, and 

incentives that homeowners have to keep the network running, if this practice becomes 

generalized, the viability of DER-to-aggregators network connections seems tenuous. 

3.4.3.3 Server Interface and Physical Network 

CSIP specifies that the aggregator-to-server network protocol is IEEE 2030.5-2018; this was used 

for the field trial. The aggregator-to-server connection was protected by Transport Level Security 

version 1.2 and the RSA cypher suite (TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 cipher suite). While 

this cypher suite is considered state of the art and is allowed as an option in the IEEE 2030.5-

2018 standard, it should be noted that it is weaker than the one used by IEEE 2030.5 DER clients. 

The physical network between aggregator and server for this field trial was a managed Internet 

VPN. These types of networks are relatively more expensive than consumer Internet services, but 

come with uptime and service-level guarantees, and are generally advisable for critical 

applications. 

3.4.3.4 Management Interface 

The management interface of IEEE 2030.5/CSIP aggregator software is limited similarly to its 

server counterpart. Management functions and interfaces are not prescribed by the IEEE 2030.5-

2018 standard and therefore it can be expected that solutions will vary significantly by vendor. 
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3.4.4 IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Client Setup 

3.4.4.1 Physical Equipment Setup 

For this field trial, we used smart inverters and energy storage provided by Pika Energy. The Pika 

Energy was chosen for several reasons: 

• UL 1741 SA compliance 

• A physical design that integrates energy storage on the DC power bus 

• Inverter communication interface compatibility with SunSpec Modbus 

• Prior successful experience working with sub-award partner Kitu Systems 

The illustration below shows the Pika Energy DER system architecture and theory of operation. 

 

Figure 5. Pika Energy Theory of Operation. 

This illustration shows the physical hardware installed at each location. 

 

Figure 6. Picture of Equipment Installed At Each Residence. 
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3.4.4.2 Software Execution Environment 

The IEEE 2030.5 client software in this field trial, called “Kitu Spark IEEE 2030.5 End-Node 

Solution” is a Linux application that runs on an embedded computing element installed in the 

smart inverter chassis. The compute element is powered by the inverter and communicates, via 

SunSpec Modbus, to the smart inverter’s main circuit board. The Kitu Spark IEEE 2030.5 End-Node 

Solution application runs in tandem with SunSpec Modbus client interface to form a “gateway.” 

The gateway translates signals coming to and from the Smart Inverter via SunSpec Modbus into 

the IEEE 2030.5 protocol signals understood by the IEEE 2030.5/CSIP aggregator. This figure 

below illustrates the gateway concept. 

 

Figure 7. IEEE 2030.5/CSIP-To-SunSpec Modbus Gateway Solution. 

3.4.4.3 Aggregator Interface and Physical Network 

While IEEE 2030.5 is not required for DER-to-aggregator communication, it was used in this pilot 

project. In addition to providing the network security benefits described above, this protocol has 

the additional advantage of being semantically harmonized with the SunSpec Modbus 

communication interface presented by the smart inverter. The benefits of semantic 

harmonization are more accurate and resilient communications between the DER and upstream 

aggregators and servers. 

As mentioned earlier, the physical network between the DER and aggregator varied by location 

and management of the network was delegated to the homeowner in this field trial. This network 

could be cost-effectively replaced with a variety of managed cellular (e.g. 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G, LTE) and 

wireless (e.g. Wi-Fi, Wi-Sun) technologies that would dramatically improve network availability. 
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3.4.4.4 DER System Interface and Physical Network 

The DER system communication interface for this field trial is SunSpec Modbus. The three key 

advantages of this solution are: 1) SunSpec Modbus is specified in IEEE 1547-2018 as an approved 

interface standard; 2) the vast majority of all string inverters have a Modbus20 physical interface, 

making it the cheapest and easiest to support for manufacturers; and 3) SunSpec Modbus is 100% 

semantically harmonized with IEEE 2030.5-2018, thus providing and optimal signal-to-noise ratio 

for CA Rule 21 communication operations. 

3.4.4.5 Management Interface 

The management interface to the IEEE 2030.5 client is non-existent at the smart inverter level. 

Except for an LED light on the communication card, no end-user feedback is provided at the 

client. This configuration seems ideal given that it provides no means for local IEEE 2030.5/CSIP 

override settings and keeps installation as simple as possible. 

3.5 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) Integration 

For this field trial, digital certificates were generated by an ad hoc Public Key Infrastructure 

established by Kitu Systems specifically for this activity. Ad hoc systems are neither scalable 

nor secure enough for CA Rule 21 networks with potentially hundreds of thousands of nodes. 

The SunSpec Alliance has established the SunSpec Official PKI Service to fill this critical gap. 

The SunSpec PKI is based on a platform that services millions of digital certificates in 

embedded devices and features world-class features including a U.S.-based trust root and 

superior supply chain integration capabilities. 

 

Figure 8. SunSpec Official PKI IEEE 2030.5 Trust Chain Including Manufacturers. 

                                                             
20 http://www.modbus.org/ Modbus may be used with either serial (Modbus RTU) or TCP/IP (Modbus TCP)  
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Figure 9. IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Digital Key Exchange. 

3.6 Software Configuration and Operational Setup 

For this field trial, configuring the IEEE 2030.5/CSIP network system was done manually. Each 

inverter, end device, and management policy established in the server or aggregator was key 

punched by an expert operator. While sufficient for a field trial, this type of interface will not 

scale to hundreds of thousands of systems, especially given the likely frequent reconfiguration 

of management groups. The screen shots below show how commissioning the IEEE 2030.5/CSIP 

network system was performed. 

 

Figure 10. Commissioning an individual smart inverter. 
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Figure 11. Configuring an end device. 

 

Figure 12. Establishing a DER control. 
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Figure 13. Establishing function set assignment groups. 

 

Figure 14. Manipulating membership in groups. 
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The table below represents the 12 DER systems with smart inverters, solar, and energy storage 

that participated in this field trial. 

CEC Project Inverter Information (All inverters 7.6kW) 

Client ID # 2030.5 Node Name ESS Size SFDI 

1 SunSpec_Scada N/A 098440025431 

2 SunSpec_Anonymous N/A 009437374355 

3 SunSpec_Anonymous 17.1kWh 066995305782 

4 SunSpec_Anonymous 11.4kWh 531739775337 

5 SunSpec_Anonymous N/A 572466358716 

6 SunSpec_Anonymous 17.1kWh 038459715242 

7 SunSpec_Anonymous 17.1kWh 357299337561 

8 SunSpec_Anonymous 34.4kWh 514401931976 

9 SunSpec_Anonymous_1  N/A 552609757842 

10 SunSpec_Anonymous_1 N/A 185644417488 

11 SunSpec_Anonymous_1 N/A 638877322293 

12 SunSpec_Anonymous_1 17.1kWh 669042003433 

Table  3. List of DER Systems Included In Field Trial With Grouping Information.21 

4 Field Trial Results 

The field trial provided important information about the efficacy of smart inverters enabled by 

IEEE 2030.5/CSIP networks, exposed impediments that could slow down deployment, and 

revealed important cost savings to be gained by deploying standardized smart inverters and 

communication systems. 

4.1 Smart Inverters Enable Safe Feeder Circuit Operation At Penetration 

Rates Exceeding 15% 

Combined with data generated in the laboratory testing phase of the project22 relative to 

autonomous smart inverter functions, this field trial validated that smart inverters networked 

with IEEE 2030.5/CSIP operate as predicted in the study showing that grid feeder circuits can 

safely support PV penetration levels of 100% or more23. As noted in the study, grid voltages can 

                                                             
21 Joshua McDonald. (Southern California Edison). January 2019. Integration of Big Data for Advanced Automated Customer Load Management. California Energy 
Commission. 
22 Documented in this report: Cibulka, Lloyd; Tansy, Tom; Fox, Bob. 2018. Smart Inverter Performance Testing to UL 1741 SA and CA Rule 21 Criteria. California 
Energy Commission. 
23 Zack Pecenak, Vahid R. Disfani, William V. Torre, Jan Kleissl, Anil Pochiraju, Bob Fox, Thomas Tansy. (University of California, San Diego). 2016. Smart Inverters for 
High PV Penetration: Analysis of functionality and behavior. California Energy Commission. 
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be more finely tuned by manipulating reactive power (VArs) and real power (Watts) settings 

specified in CA Rule 21 Phase 1 and Phase 3. 

4.1.1 Volt/VAr Impact 

Using data generated in the SCE companion study of DER dispatch operations24 performed during 

the field trial, the figure below illustrates how voltage at the DER PCC is decreased by reducing 

VAr output. The red lines show the duration of the event. The blue line represents VArs and the 

Grey represents voltage. 

 

Figure 15. Volt/VAr Curve Setting Reducing Voltage. 

4.1.2 Volt/Watt Impact 

This same study shows that issues that cannot be managed by Volt/VAr control alone can be 

addressed with Volt/Watt control. While Volt/Watt control is a more expensive operation for 

the system owner (real power is sacrificed), it is effective as illustrated below. The red lines 

show the duration of the event. Voltage is represented as the blue line and Watts are 

represented by the gray line. For more details, please see the SCE study report. 

 

Figure 16. Volt/Watt Curve Reducing Voltage 

                                                             
24 Joshua McDonald. (Southern California Edison). January 2019. Integration of Big Data for Advanced Automated Customer Load Management. California Energy 
Commission. 
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4.2 Three Significant Impediments to DER Deployment 

Real world experience is invaluable for determining the things that might slow down mass 

deployment in the future. This study uncovered three such potential issues. 

4.2.1 Using Customer Networks for DER Connectivity 

Using customer networks for DER connectivity is an inherently unreliable proposition. While this 

field trial showed unusually-high network outages of one third of the total, it is not uncommon 

to see outages of 10%+ in traditional DER monitoring operations of residential systems. 

Given this reality, network and grid operators are faced with the fact that predictable direct 

control is infeasible using homeowner networks. The likely outcome of this realization is either: 

a) a more reliable network, one with a known quality of service profile, must be sourced and paid 

for or b) a different management strategy, one based on the likelihood that a certain percentage 

of systems will receive command signals and respond appropriately, must be adopted. 

4.2.2 Complexity and Variability of The Utility DMZ Interface 

If network DMZ’s of the other IOU’s are as complex as the one encountered in the field trial, 

potential network aggregators will think long and hard prior to deciding to integrate. The result 

may be fewer aggregators serving given IOU territories, thus limiting options for rate payers to 

connect their systems in the default manner as required by CA Rule 21. 

4.2.3 Lack of Standardization at The Aggregator-To-DER Interface 

In the not too distant future, it may be acknowledged that the failure to specify a standard 

network protocol for connecting DERs to aggregators was a mistake for CA Rule 21 and the SIWG. 

While larger operators with proprietary protocols (some of the more prominent smart inverter 

suppliers, for example) may successfully integrate DERs, the vast majority will not be able to. The 

burden of proving compatibility with IEEE 2030.5 aggregators and servers will be high, and the 

burden of proving cybersecurity readiness will also be significant. 

Ratification of IEEE 1547.1 will likely occur in 2020. At that time, all smart inverters must support 

at least one standard interface and the Rule 21 proprietary protocol gap can be filled. 
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4.3 Cost Savings Due to Standardization 

With the efficacy of the standardized IEEE 2030.5/CSIP network approach validated and mass 

deployment imminent, several areas of cost savings can be realized. 

4.3.1 System Redesign Cost Reduction 

Every constructed DER system starts as a system design comprised of components specifically 

selected for that installation. Prior to the advent of smart inverters, inverter designs were 

considered unique, thus requiring special engineering consideration in each instance. 

With smart inverters standardized, system designers are free to pick and choose from array of 

manufactured products that are electrically and logically similar. This similarity enables 

designers to pick smart inverters based on price, availability, or other factors—even after the 

system design is complete. Given a labor cost of $100 per hour and a redesign time requirement 

of two hours per design, about $200 can be saved in this process. Supply chain savings adds 

further economy. 

Potential system design savings: $200 per design. 

4.3.2 Network Gateway Cost Reduction 

Contemporary network gateways are comprised of off-the-shelf components and are often built 

by hand. With likely order volumes in the 100’s of thousands of units per year (California will 

install about 250,000 new smart inverter-based systems per year), residential gateway OEM’s 

that are currently paying $200 to $300 per unit for gateway compute devices can expect to save 

half that amount ($75 to $150 per unit) by going to “System On Chip” (“SOC”) designs. 

Inverter OEM’s can count on saving another $25 to $50 per unit by embedding the gateway 

compute device in the inverter chassis and $100 in installation labor (versus the cost of 

installing an external gateway).  

Potential network gateway savings: $200 to $325 per network gateway. 

4.3.3 Monitoring/Management Cost Reduction 

Monitoring is a de facto requirement for commercial installations and a common feature of 

residential installations. Standardization dramatically reduces monitoring costs in both 

installation types. 

Monitoring is typically sold as a bundle of proprietary monitoring equipment (i.e. network 

gateway and sensors) and proprietary portal software offered under an annual Software-As-A-

Service agreement. 
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With IEEE 2030.5/CSIP networks required, telemetry can be delivered as a by-product of 

interconnection. This means that additional monitoring hardware, which is often priced at $500 

for residential customers and up $5,000 for commercial installations, is eliminated in many cases. 

With telemetry now “free,” monitoring portals will naturally gravitate toward using that data 

service. This will result in monitoring companies competing with one another for existing 

installations—something that was virtually impossible with bundled hardware/software 

solutions—and new software entrants coming into the market. 

Potential monitoring/ management system savings:  $100 to 200 per system. 

 

Table  4. Smart Inverter Interoperability Standardization Lowers PV System Cost by $500. 

5 Key Findings 

This field trial validated certain core assumptions and revealed aspects of system deployment 

that should be further studied and improved. 

5.1 Smart Inverters with IEEE 2030.5/CSIP Networks Operate as Predicted 

The conclusions of the SCE report on this project25 are generally correct: the system works as 

predicted and behaviors that would preclude circuit penetration in excess of 15% (e.g. unwanted 

or unpredicted energy export, inadequate reactive power support, unmitigated voltage rise) 

were not evident. 

  

                                                             
25 Joshua McDonald. (Southern California Edison). January 2019. Integration of Big Data for Advanced Automated Customer Load Management. California Energy 
Commission. 
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Core IEEE 2030.5 DER controls were tested and confirmed to operate as intended: 

• Volt-Var (Rule 21 – Phase 1) 
• Volt-Watt (Rule 21 – Phase 3) 
• Frequency-Watt (Rule 21 – Phase 3) 
• Maximum Real Power Limit (Rule 21 – Phase 3) 
• Real Power Set Point (Rule 21 – Phase 3) 
• Reactive Power Set Point (not part of Rule 21 but may be used for grid services) 

Because of time constraints, some functions were not exercised: 

• Fixed Power Factor (Rule 21 – Phase 1) 
• Ramp Rates (Rule 21 – Phase 1) 
• Ride-Through Curves (Rule 21 – Phase 1) 
• Connect/Disconnect (Rule 21 – Phase 3) 

5.2 CSIP DER Group Management Worked Effectively 

The Common Smart Inverter Profile (CSIP) defines a method for utilizing the IEEE 2030.5 

standard to create operational groups that can be independently managed. This project 

demonstrated that this grouping concept performs as intended: the operator was able to assign 

DERs to different groups and to target controls to those groups. The testing also confirmed the 

DERs were able to prioritize controls correctly using the group primacy attribute. Confirmation 

of the group management controls gives confidence that the system can operate at scale. 

5.3 Non-managed Physical Networks Produce Expected Results 

For this project, the DER communications used the customer’s existing broadband service. This 

type of communication link provides a “best effort” level of service. There are no guarantees for 

bandwidth, throughput, latency, or uptime. If a site loses its communication link, there is no 

guarantee when or if it will return to service. For “best effort” level of service, the system 

operator must assume a certain percentage of the DERs may be offline and make decisions 

accordingly. 

5.4 CA Rule 21 Does Not Account for Local Preferences or Alternate 

Controls 

For this project, CA Rule 21 DER controls took precedence over asset owner controls. However, 

CA Rule 21 does not preclude asset owners from expressing preferences that are different from 

those of the grid operator. For example, owners may prioritize providing power to critical local 

loads (e.g. medical or refrigeration equipment, safety lights, security systems) over grid control 

requests. Accordingly, the expectation of complete control by the utility is unrealistic. 
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Others in the DER ecosystem may also assert priority over the utility grid operator: 

• Equipment maintainers that may have need to take periodic control during repair actions 

• CAISO may provide competing market incentives 

• Acts of God 

In the CA Rule 21/SIWG community, there is an implicit assumption that Rule 21 controls 

should take precedence over other signals or user preferences, but is this assumption correct? 

For grid stability functions like the Volt/Watt and Frequency/Watt, there may be a good 

argument for them to take precedence over user preferences, but what about functions such as 

real and reactive power set point or simple curtailment? Here, there is an argument that the 

user should have a choice whether to opt-in or opt-out of these controls. 

5.5 CA Rule 21 Does Not Address Interaction with the Independent System 

Operator 

Given the implicit assumption of total control by the utility grid operator, IEEE 2030.5/CSIP 

standard does not consider the possibility of DER interaction with the CAISO. Lacking this 

capability, asset owners are forced to integrate separate CAISO control networks on a customized 

basis, adding both cost and technical/operational risk. 

5.6 Additional Technical Refinement is Required 

Although all CA Rule 21 functions that were tested worked as intended, the inverter vendor 

mis-interpreted some requirements (e.g. how many points were needed for a specific curve, 

what are the allowed values of curve points) that had to be corrected in the smart inverter 

SunSpec Modbus interface. When this mis-interpretation was identified and fixed, the functions 

behaved as expected. 
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6 Recommendations 

Based upon results of this field trial, we recommend the following actions: 

6.1 Determine the Level of Asset Availability Required for DER Networks 

As shown in this field trial, “best efforts” networks deliver “best efforts” results. In numeric 

terms, this means that grid operators must cope with the fact that up to 33% of all DER assets 

in their networks will be unavailable to receive operational signals at any given time. 

If non-deterministic network behavior, and therefore DER system availability, is acceptable, 

additional modeling and research is needed to determine the normal availability of unmanaged 

networks in practice.  

If deterministic network behavior is required, quality of service (uptime, latency, throughput) of 

the physical network must be specified and funding must be identified to pay for the service. 

6.2 Modify CA Rule 21 To Incorporate IEEE 1547-2018 Communication 

Requirements 

The IEEE 1547-2018 standard specifies that all DER systems must present at least one standard 

communication interface. The standard interfaces are SunSpec Modbus, IEEE 2030.5, and IEEE 

1815. Requiring standards compliance at the DER will eliminate the biggest source of ambiguity 

in the CA Rule 21 compliance process, decrease the opportunity for error, and result in more 

reliable, functional, and interchangeable DER networks. 

6.3 Develop a Dynamic Opt-In/Opt-Out Program for Asset Participation in 

Grid Control 

Irrespective of CA Rule 21, consumers naturally express preferences and implement policies with 

their DER systems. CA Rule 21 should formally recognize this fact and take steps to address it.  

A network interface that supports Rule 21 controls, third-party controls, and user preferences 

is desirable. The IEEE 2030.5 protocol offers capabilities that can be used for this purpose 

including Opt-In/Opt-Out functionality. For every DER control, the DER can send an Opt-Out or 

Opt-In message to the server indicating whether the DER will participate in the control action. 

This function is designed to allow the end user, based on his/her preferences, to indicate 

whether to participate. Some DER controls affect grid stability. In this case, user must not be 

allowed to Opt-Out, so there must be a mechanism to prioritize actions and enforce this policy. 
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6.4 Investigate the Use of Primacy to Facilitate Third-Party Interaction 

One available method in IEEE 2030.5/CSIP to prioritize actions is to use the primacy attribute 

associated with a given control function. In IEEE 2030.5, the primacy attribute is an 8-bit 

number indicating its relative priority level. For critical DER controls that affect grid stability, 

the utility can set its primacy to a high priority level. For less critical controls, the utility can set 

its primacy to a lower priority. The DER can be configured to only Opt-Out of lower priority 

controls. 

For third-party (e.g. CAISO) controls, the DER can be programmed to assign a primacy value to 

the control and then use that value to determine whether the third-party control signal has 

priority over utility controls and/or user preferences. 

6.5 Set a Proficiency Standard for Installers Involved in Network 

Commissioning 

The current proficiency requirement for DER system installers is that they must be licensed 

electricians. This requirement was practical when the scope of the job was to install and 

commission electrical equipment but falls short in an era when secure data communication 

must also be established between DER and the utility. At a minimum, we recommend that 

proficiency requirements be established for installers performing these actions: 

• Verify connectivity from the DER to the internet 

• Verify connectivity from the DER to the Aggregator or utility server 

• Verify data transfer to/from the DER and the Aggregator and/or utility server 

• Verify and document customer preferences and local overrides 

6.6 Specify and Standardize the Utility Provisioning Process 

The utility DER provisioning process for IEEE 2030.5/CSIP is dependent upon the server 

implementation and tailored to “one at a time” activity. We recommend that DER system 

requirements for utility provisioning be refined and that a method for batch processing 

commissioning requests be developed. 

6.7 Set Standard Requirements for Utility-Server-to-Aggregator Integration 

It can be expected that all utility networks will have DMZ’s. DMZ’s are not specified in the IEEE 

2030.5 standard and the CSIP says little about them. In order to minimize friction and cost, 

while maintaining high levels of security, we recommend that CSIP be improved to standardize 

the components of a utility DMZ and the interface presented by the DMZ to the aggregator. 
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In addition, we recommend that contracting terms between utilities and aggregators be 

standardized. Doing so will help ensure that a sufficient number or aggregators are available to 

serve the market in the event of business volatility or other unforeseen events. 

6.8 Confirm Efficacy of Remaining CA Rule 21 Controls 

As noted, the following functions were not exercised in this field trial: 

• Fixed Power Factor (Rule 21 – Phase 1) 
• Ramp Rates (Rule 21 – Phase 1) 
• Ride-Through Curves (Rule 21 – Phase 1) 
• Connect/Disconnect (Rule 21 – Phase 3) 

Care should be taken to confirm that other EPIC-funded projects have covered these 

operational cases. 

6.9 Establish a Process of Continuous Improvement 

The current revision of CA Rule 21 represents a paradigm shift for the DER industry. Not only 

were smart inverters, with brand new electrical function capabilities, added to the mix, but so 

was the requirement for secure data communication to every system. Given the nature of what 

was added (i.e. intelligent devices driven by software communicating continuously), it is 

unrealistic to expect that every aspect of the system will work flawlessly forever and without 

modification. If we’ve learned anything about computing and networking, it is that change is a 

constant that must be addressed. 

In order to address this dynamic, we recommend that a process for continuous improvement be 

established by the CPUC to address the myriad aspects of the system. Activities to be considered 

in this program include software change control, security policy changes, disaster preparedness, 

defect tracking, interoperability improvement, commissioning process automation, real-time 

testing, human factors, and others. The SunSpec Alliance welcomes the opportunity to continue 

contributing to this important endeavor. 


